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ABSTRACT 

Employing the classical "intentional/incidental" 

design paradigm, but emphasizing the role of learning 

operations generated by instructions rather than by 

"intent" per se, both Eagle and Leiter (1964) and Fox 

(1967) report, contrary to expectation, that when stimulus 

words are presented orally the incidental learners (Ss not 

prepared by instructions to learn the material) recognize 

the xtfords better in the retention task than those who are 

instructed to learn them. Free recall, however, is 

superior for the intentional group. The present study 

attempts to clarify this puzzling relationship between 

instructional set and retention by employing a different 

modality for stimulus presentation as well as a modified 

3-level design providing instructions hypothesized to alter 

the appropriateness of _S's set to the subsequent retention 

task. 

The principal findings indicate that: (1) for 

verbal material presented visually, instructions to 

"memorize" and instructions to "familiarize" do not gener

ate significantly different sets to learn; (2) the inclu

sion of an orienting task unrelated to the learning of the 

verbal material produces significant decrements in both the 

recognition and recall performance of intentional learners; 
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and (3) the peculiar "interaction" effect observed by both 

Eagle and Leiter, and Fox, is not confirmed. The fact that 

stimulus words are presented visually in the present study 

is discussed, along with differences in list length and 

orienting tasks employed, as possible explanations for the 

discrepant findings. 



INTRODUCTION 

The question concerning the nature of "incidental" 

and "intentional" learning has generated lively debate. 

McGeoch and Irion (1952) define incidental learning as 

"learning which apparently takes place without a . . . 

specific formal instruction and set to learn the activity 

or material in question." To illustrate, when a subject 

who is instructed to learn a list of words learns also that 

the table at which he is sitting is varnished, or that the 

paper on which the words are presented is yellow, then he 

is learning "incidentally" items which the original instrue 

tions did not specifically prepare him to learn. On the 

other hand, if he learns the words on the list, as 

instructed, then that learning is said to have occurred 

"intentionally." However, recent evidence discrediting the 

notion of a dichotomy of completely "intentional" or com

pletely "incidental" learning has been overwhelming (c.f., 

Fox and Rogers, 1966; Postman, 1964; McGeoch and Irion, 

1952) and has made more tenable the alternative position 

which regards differences between these types of learning 

as always more relative than absolute. With this in mind 

one may describe incidental training as that which occurs 

under relatively less appropriate instructions than some 

standard for the task or material at hand. Conversely, 
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intentional training occurs when _S receives more appropri

ate instructional preparation for the retention task 

employed. Thus, any learning which results from situations 

utilizing instructional stimuli that serve to accurately 

prepare S for a particular test of retention may be desig

nated as relatively "intentional." Similarly, any learning 

obtained under less accurate instructional preparation for 

the retention task may be designated as relatively "inci

dental." The categories of intentional and incidental 

learning are, then, operationally determined by distinct 

instructional stimuli; the more the instructions prepare S_ 

for the subsequent retention task, the more "intentional" 

is any learning which occurs. 

Generally, the most consistent finding in research 

dealing with the incidental learning issue has been that of 

the performance superiority of the intentional learners 

(Biel and Force, 1943; Brown, 1954; Myers, 1913). Re

cently, however, researchers have shown that this superi

ority of intentional over incidental learning depends upon 

such subtle factors as: (1) method of testing learning 

(Postman, Adams, and Phillips, 1955); (2) rate of stimulus 

presentation (Neimark and Saltzman, 1953; Rosenberg, 1959); 

(3) association value of the stimuli (Postman et al., 1955; 

Karen, 1956); and (4)- the subjects' discriminative and 

verbal habits (Plenderleith and Postman, 1956) . Eagle and 

Leiter (1964) point out that proper variation of one or 
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more of these factors can result in no differences between 

incidental and intentional learning. Similarly, the 

crucial role played by the orienting task (OT) in deter

mining the amount of incidental learning observed in humans 

has been confirmed by Saltzman (1953, 1956), Postman and 

Adams (1956), Gleitman and Gillette (1957), Quartermain and 

Mangan (1959), and Tresselt and Mayzner (1960). 

More recently, however, Eagle and Leiter (1964) and 

Fox (1967) have shown that it is possible not only to boost 

the generally poorer performance of the incidental learners 

up to the level of the intentional learners, but that with 

auditory stimulus presentation and with recognition used as 

the measure of retention, the learning of the incidental 

group may actually surpass that of the intentional Ss. 

Without exception, free recall has always been better for 

the intentional learners. This interaction in which reten

tion as measured by free recall is better for intentional 

£s whereas retention measured by the recognition method is 

superior for incidental Ss, has many interesting implica

tions (to be discussed later). The present study seeks to 

investigate more fully the implications and replicability 

of this phenomenon under a wider range of independent 

variables than that employed by either Eagle and Leiter or 

Fox. Apart from this specific objective, the present paper 

will consider the evidence for or against Postman's (1964) 

position that "intent" per se plays no role in the learning 



process, and will also allow an analysis, in greater depth, 

of the functional relations obtaining between instructional 

set on the one hand, and retention as measured by recogni

tion and free recall, on the other. 

Light upon these issues can be provided by the 

present design which is based on a 3-level qualitative 

differentiation of relative incidentality/intentionality 

(previous studies have all been based on a 2-level "intent/ 

no-intent" paradigm). None, until now, have explored 

potential qualitative differences by using the proposed 

3-level "more-/less-/least-intent" design modification. 

This change in methodology is accomplished by manipulating 

instructions in such a way as to produce changes in the 

degree of intentionality as measured by both free recall 

and recognition. Recent studies by Murdock (1966, 1967, 

1968) and Margrain (1967) reporting differences between 

auditory and visual information storage and retrieval 

processes suggest the possibility of a less dramatic 

"interaction effect" when visual stimulus presentation is 

utilized; therefore, this change was also incorporated in 

the present design. ... 



METHOD 

The suggested 3-level design consists of instruc

tions hypothesized to provide 3 degrees of preparation for 

the 2 retention tasks employed. These are: (1) instruc

tions for jS to "memorize," (2) instructions for S to 

"familiarize," and (3) instructions for _S to perform an 

unrelated OT in order to be as unprepared as possible for 

the subsequent retention task. (For the present study the 

OT consists of circling each stimulus word and counting the 

number of vowels and consonants in each.) In the schema 

presented below, groups B, B1, D, and D1 provide the 

necessary controls which allow an assessment of the degree 

to which intent to learn (instructions) and freedom from 

interference by the OT contribute to any advantage of the 

intentional learners. The complete non-repeated measures 

design outlining the 5 levels of instruction and the 2 

levels of retention task is presented, with group designa

tions, below: 
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GROUPS 
(50 Ss per group) 

INSTRUCTIONS Recall Recognition 

Memorize words for recall test A A' 

Memorize words + 0T B B' 

Familiarize w/words for recognition 
test C C1 

Familiarize w/words + OT D D1 

Perform orienting task (OT) only E E' 

As in Eagle and Leiter's (1964) as well as Fox's 

(1967) study, recall was measured in terms of the ratio of 

number of correctly remembered items to number of items on 

the original list, i.e., in terms of per cent correct 

responses. Recognition was also measured on a proportional 

basis but, as in the above studies, with an added correc

tion for guessing. That is, since all recognition Ss were 

required to circle exactly 10 of the 40 words presented 

even if they did not remember which were the 10 correct 

words, there was 1 chance in 4 (10 in 40) that a correct 

word would be chosen on the first guess, with correspond

ingly smaller chance probabilities of correct selection for 

the remaining 9 responses. Hence a recognition score, 

incorporating the necessary correction factor was used as 

the dependent variable for these Ss. Computation of these 
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recognition scores was with Ebbinghaus1 formula: 

[#Right - #Wrong] x 100/Total. 

A master list of 40 words was selected from the 

Thorndike-Lorge tables according to the following specifi

cations : 

1. Words are as unrelated as possible to each other in 

meaning. 

2. Each word is a 2-syllable noun. 

3. All words are matched with respect to their 

frequencies of usage. 

The 10 stimulus words were selected unsystematically from 

this list (see Appendix A). These stimuli were presented 

in 2 counterbalanced orders to control for serial position 

effects during the experiment, and a single randomized 

order of the 40 words was used for testing Ss given the 

recognition task. 

To control visual presentation of the stimuli, 7-

page booklets containing all appropriate instructions and 

tasks were constructed in the following order: cardboard 

cover, instructions for learning task, learning task, 

instructions for vowel-cancelling task, vowel-cancelling 

task, instructions for retention task, retention task. 

(See Appendix A for complete booklet layout.) Time allot

ments for the booklet were as follows: page 2, 40 sees.; 

page 3, 100 sees.; page 4, 30 sees.; page 5, 120 sees.; 

page 6, 50 sees.; and page 7, 100 sees. 
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These booklets were administered simultaneously to 

a single University of Arizona introductory psychology 

class consisting of 554 students and divided unsystemati-

cally into 10 groups. At the outset, there were 55 Ss in 

8 of the groups and 57 in the remaining 2. A total of 8 Ss 

from the various groups was voided for failure to follow 

instructions. The 2 most common violations were: (1) 

turning pages in the booklet before instructions to do so 

were given, and (2) not circling exactly 10 words in the 

recognition matrix. In order to facilitate the data 

analysis, booklets of the remaining 546 Ss were randomly 

voided until exactly 50 £s comprised each of the 10 groups. 



RESULTS 

The 5X2 analysis of variance showed both main 

effects--instructions and retention task--to be highly 

significant. The obtained F ratios of 67.451 (4, 490 df) 

for the instructions variable and 324.484 (1, 490 df) for 

retention task both justify rejection of the null hypoth

esis at well beyond the .001 level. The interaction term 

was not significant (see Figure 1 and Table 1). 

However, while the significance of these main 

effects is useful information, it does not indicate the 

corresponding significance of specific group comparisons. 

A Scheffe S-test was therefore performed on the comparisons 

considered to be most interesting. Results of this 

analysis are condensed in Tables 2 and 3 and will be dis

cussed fully in the following section. A summary of means 

and standard deviations for all groups is provided in 

Table 4. Table 5 allows comparison of corrected with 

uncorrected recognition scores, and Table 6 compares pre

dicted with obtained ranks for all groups under each 

retention condition. 

One might have expected to find a significant dif

ference between groups A vs. C, and B vs. D on grounds that 

their differing instructions should have provided them with 

distinctive "sets" to learn. Apparently, since no 

9 



Fig. 1. Per cent correct retention for all groups 
tested by recall and recognition .methods. 

Numbers in parentheses represent points located 1 
standard deviation above and below each plotted value. 
Symbols indicate levels of significance between bracketed 
groups. 
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Table 1 

Analysis of Variance Summary Table 

Source df SS MS F p 

Columns 
(Instructions) 4 133. ,814 .0 33, ,451. .0 6/ , .451 0. 001 

Rows 
(Retention task) 1 160, ,921 .8 160; ,921, .8 * 324, .484 0. 001 

[CELLS] [9] [ 298, ,889 .0] - -

Rows X Columns 4 4, ,153 .2 1. ,038, .3 2, ,093 not sig. 

Within-cells 490 243. ,006 .0 495, .93 - -

Total 499 541: ,895 .0 - -
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Table 2 

Single Group Comparisons Based Upon Scheffe S-test 

Groups 
Compared F' p 

A vs . B 54.23 0.001 
A vs . C 12.04 not sig."* 
A vs . D 60.35 0.001 
A vs . A1 22.47 0.01 
A vs . B' 0.58 not sig. 
A vs . C' 20.57 0.05 
A vs . D' 5.66 not sig. 
A vs . E1 14.57 not sig." 
B vs . C 15.46 no t sig." 
B vs . D 0.16 not sig. 
B vs . E 19.37 0.05 
B vs . B • 66.06 0.001 
C vs . D 18.83 0.05 
C vs . B ' 17.82 0.05 
C vs . C' 63.89 0.001 
C vs . D' 34.08 0.001 
C vs . E' 0.13 not sig. 
D vs . E 15.97 not sig.« 
D vs . D' 102.99 0.001 
D vs . E' 15.62 not sig.« 
E vs . E' 63.17 0.001 
A vs . B* 28.08 0.01 
A vs . C' 2.33 not sig. 
A vs . D' 13.56 not sig." 
B vs . C' 14.23- not sig." 
B vs . D' 2.61 not sig. 
B vs . E' 20.98 0.05 
C vs . D' 4.65 not sig. 
D vs . E' 38.40 0.001 

"These comparisons are significant at the .05 level 
us ing Duncan's Range Tes t. 



Table 3 

Multiple Group Comparisons Based Upon 
Scheffe S-test 

Groups Compared F1 P 

A&C vs. B&D 68.15 .001 
A&A' vs. B&B1 80.18 .001 
A&A" vs. C&C1 12.42 - not sig. 
A&A' vs. D&D' 65.56 .001 
A&A1 vs. E&E' 234.23 .001 
B&B1 vs. C&C1 29.48 .01 
B&B' vs. D&D' 0.73 not sig. 
B&B' vs. E&E' 40.33 .001 
C&C' vs. D&D• 20.91 .05 
C&C' vs. E&E' 138.77 .001 
D&D' vs. E&E1 51.95 .001 
A'&C' vs. B»&D' 27.78 .01 

A,A',C&C' vs. B,B',D&D' 91.48 .001 

E vs . A ,B , C&D 81.05 .001 
E1 vs . A' ,B ' ,C 1 &D1 84.15 .001 

E&E1 vs. A,A1,B,B',C,C',D&D' 165.18 .001 
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Table 4 

Mean and Standard Deviation for Recall and Recognition 
Performance of Each Group 

Group Measure Recall Recognition 

X 69.0 96.0 
A 

C C 22.2 11.3 

36.2 72.4 
B a 20.3 25.2 

n 53.6 89.2 
C 

a a 21.3 18.8 

34.4 79.6 
D cf D cf 24.1 23.1 

16.6 52.0 
E 

cf cf 17.1 30.9 



Table 5 

Mean Corrected and Uncorrected Scores for Each Recognition Group 

Group 

Corrected 
Per Cent 
Recognition 

Mean Corrected 
No. of Words 
Recognized3 

Uncorrected 
Per Cent 
Recognition 

Mean Uncorrected 
No. of Words 
Recognized3 

A1 96.0 . 48.0 * 98.0 49.0 

B» 72.4 36.2 86.2 43.1 

Cf 89.2 44.6 94.6 47.3 

D' 79.6 39.8 89.8 44.9 

E' 52.0 26.0 76.0 38.0 

Q 

Out of 50 words possible per group. 
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Table 6 

Predicted and Obtained Rank Orders for Recall and 
Recognition Groups Under Each Level of 

Instructions 

Recall Recognition 

Instruction Predicted Obtained Predicted Obtained 

"Memorize" 1 5 2 1 

"Memorize" + OT 3 8 4 4 

"Familiarize" 6 6 5 2 

"Familiarize" + OT 8 9 7 3 

OT Only 10 10 9 7 

Note.--Predicted orders are based upon the apparent 
degree of correspondence between instructions and the 
retention task used, or, in the case of the last group 
(OT only), upon the relative difficulty of the task. The 
highest retention is given a rank of 1 and the lowest, 10. 
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differences were observed between these groups, either the 

sets to learn were functionally equivalent for both, or the 

retention tests were not sufficiently sensitive to detect 

any real differences between the groups. 

One finding argues against the possibility that the 

learning sets were the same for these Ss . Scores for all 

S_s who were given instructions to memorize the words for a 

subsequent recall test (A and A') versus those given the 

same instructions plus the OT (B and B1) when compared with 

the "familiarization" counterparts (C and C' versus D and 

D1), are significant at very different levels (see Table 

3). However, even this is unconvincing, since when groups 

A and A1 pooled are compared with C and C1 pooled, no dif

ferences are observed; similarly, when B and B' pooled are 

compared with D and D1 pooled, no differences are found. 

Thus, unless the less conservative Duncan's Range Test is 

used to test the differences (see Table 2), one must con

clude that instructions to "memorize" do not produce learn

ing sets in the present task which differ significantly 

from sets produced by instructions to "familiarize." How

ever, whether or not they are coupled with instructions to 

perform an irrelevant OT, both the instructions to "memo

rize" and those to "familiarize" do generate significantly 

different learning sets from the groups (E and E') whose £s 

were only told to perform the OT and were later unexpectedly 

asked to demonstrate their retention of the stimulus words. 



DISCUSSION 

These results offer support to Postman's (1964) 

dual contention that intent per se plays no role in the 

learning process and that it is actually the cue-producing 

responses generated by the instructions which influence 

learning. Such a conclusion is based upon the fact that 

since the retention of group B is so much less than that of 

Group A (p ( .001), and B1 less than A1 (p ( .01), the 

performance of the orienting task reduces by significant 

amounts the learning which occurs under purely intentional 

conditions. Consequently, the difference attributable to 

intent itself is correspondingly reduced. The same argu

ment holds for groups C and D at the .05 level (see Table 

2). Eagle and Leiter (1964) and Fox (1967) also support 

Postman on this point. 

On the other hand, whereas both Eagle and Leiter 

Fox found recognition superior for the incidental learners 

and free recall to be superior for the intentional learners 

(p < .01), the results of the present study provide no_ 

evidence whatever in support of this "interaction effect." 

Still, there can be little doubt that the effect, under the 

experimental conditions utilized by Fox and Eagle and 

Leiter, is a real one since the chance probability that 

both researchers had independently reported the effect at 

18 
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p ( .01 is computed to be, at most, 1/10,000 (1/.01 X .01). 

Therefore, it seems likely that where the effect is 

apparently so reliable, the failure to find it in the 

present study might be due to differences in experimental 

conditions. There appear to be 4 principal differences 

between this study and those by Eagle and Leiter and Fox: 

(1) amount of time spent per word in training (4 sec. for 

Eagle and Leiter and Fox as opposed to 10 sec. for the 

present study), (2) length of stimulus word list (36 words 

for Eagle and Leiter and Fox as opposed to 10 for this 

study), (3) nature of the OT (classifying words grammati

cally for Eagle and Leiter and Fox, and circling as well as 

counting the number of vowels and consonants in each word 

for this study), and (4) stimulus presentation modality 

(auditory for Eagle and Leiter and Fox, and visual for the 

present study). 

Of these four differences, (2) and (4) appear to be 

the most likely sources for the discrepancy in findings. 

In the case of the longer list length used by Eagle and 

Leiter and Fox, there is the possibility that more pro

active interference (by pre-learned associations to the 

stimulus words) and retroactive interference (by the 

remaining stimulus items) combine to create an especially 

unfavorable learning environment for recall, whereas these 

factors would not hinder recognition nearly as much due to 

the desirability of expanding the range of attention to the 

J 
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stimulus words for more efficient recognition performance. 

In the case of stimulus presentation modality, both Murdock 

(1966, 1967) and Margrain (1967) have shown that recogni

tion of serial (free-learning) as well as paired-associate 

short-term memory (STM) material is superior when stimulus 

presentation is auditory rather than visual. Thus, it 

appears that if, in fact, the reason for the occurrence 

of no recognition facilitation in the present study is that 

the "less effective" STM modality was employed, i.e., the 

visual modality, then it follows that the probability of 

obtaining more efficient recognition of STM material might, 

in future applications, be maximized by instructing _S to 

perform an appropriate orienting task to an orally-

presented stimulus complex. 

One interesting implication of the present study 

is that if it is not the intention per se that leads to 

learning but rather the learning operations generated by 

that intention, then such learning operations must them

selves differ both as a function of list length and 

modality stimulated. Thus, for auditory stimulation the 

incidental learners may have, in fact, attended to a wider 

range of stimulus cues which could account for their 

superior recognition performance. However, when the 

stimulus series is presented visually, as in the present 

study, no such superior recognition performance is found. 

Thus, if, as Eagle and Leiter assert, performance on tests 
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of retention reflects the "plan" used to guide recall, then 

one must also conclude that since the results differ as a 

function of stimulus list length and modality employed, the 

"plan" or operations generated by the instructions must 

also have differed as functions of~~list length and 

modality. This conclusion, while temporary, would be con

siderably strengthened by observing no interaction effect, 

such as that found by Eagle and Leiter and Fox, in sub

sequent studies designed to assess "incidental" and 

"intentional" learning of STM material presented visually. 

In conclusion, an up-dated summary of the most 

important variables known to influence degree of retention 

of STM materials would have to include the following: 

1. Instructional content. 

2. Nature of the orienting task. 

3. Stimulus presentation modality. 

4. Recall environment. 

5. Length of stimulus word list. 

6. Method of testing learning. 

7. Rate of stimulus presentation. 

8. Association value of the stimuli. 

The results of any given study are almost sure to be influ

enced by complex interaction of any or all of these 

variables. 
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Recognizing the influence of these factors upon 

retention of STM materials, the following generalizations 

seem justified on the basis of the findings reported here: 

1. Contrary to the results of Eagle and Leiter (1964) 

and Fox (1967), under certain conditions recogni

tion is consistently superior to free recall 

regardless of the "incidentality" of the learning 

(A vs . A1 , B vs . B1 , C vs . C' , D vs . D' , and E vs . 

E1 ) • 

2. Instructions to "memorize" are not superior to 

"familiarization" instructions, but both are 

superior to OT instructions (see Figure l) (A vs. 

C, A1 vs . C1 , A vs . E, C vs . E, A' vs . E1 , and C' 

vs. E')- That is, instructions producing learning 

sets are superior to those merely drawing attention 

to the material. 

3. The addition of an OT to both "memorization" and 

"familiarization" learning instructions is, by 

distraction, deleterious to retention (A & A1 vs. 

B & B', C & C1 vs. D & D')> but results in better 

retention than that obtained after OT instructions 

alone (E vs. A, B, C, & D and E1 vs. A', B', C1, & 

D'). 

Thus, summing over retention methods, the proposed 

3-level incidental/intentional scale "worked" (albeit in a 
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different manner than expected) such that retention of the 

"most intentional" groups (A, A1, C, and C1) exceeded, by 

significant amounts, that of the "less intentional" groups 

(B, B', D, and D1), the latter exceeding that of the "least 

intentional" groups (E and E')« 



APPENDIX A 

BOOKLET CONSTRUCTION 

Learning instructions for groups A and A': 

On the next page you will see a list of 10 words. 

In the 100 seconds that you will have, you are to study the 

words and try to remember them since you will be asked to 

recall them later from memory. Ill STOP I'.! Do not turn 

the page until you are told to do sol 

Learning instructions for groups B and B': 

On the next page you will see a list of 10 words. 

In the 100 seconds that you will have, you are to circle 

each word, also count the number of consonants in each word 

and enter that number under the column headed "#C:n then go 

back and count the number of voweIs in each word and enter 

that number under the column headed "#V." While you are 

doing these things try to remember the words since you will 

be asked to recall them later from memory. Ill STOP 111 

Do not turn the page until you are told to do sol 

Learning instructions for groups C and C1: 

On the next page you will see a list of 10 words. 

In the 100 seconds that you will have, you are to famil

iarize yourself with the words. Later you will be shown a 

24 
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longer list of 40 words, ten of which will be the same ten 

words that are on the next page. Your task will then be to 

pick out these 10 words on that longer list of 40. 

I!! STOP III Do not turn the page until you are told to do 

so I 

Learning instructions for groups D and D': 

On the next page you will see a list of 10 words. 

In the 100 seconds that you will have, you are to circle 

each word, also count the number of consonants in each 

word and enter that number under the column headed "#C:" 

then go back and count the number of vowels in each word 

and enter that number under the column headed "#V." While 

you are doing these things, try to familiarize yourself 

with the words. Later you will be shown a longer list of 

40 words, ten of which will be the same ten words that are 

on the next page. Your task will then be to pick out these 

10 words on that longer list of 40. II! STOP III Do not 

turn the page until you are told to do sol 

Learning instructions for groups E and E': 

On the next page you will see a list of 10 words. 

In the 100 seconds that you will have, you are to circle 

each word, also count the number, of consonants in each 

word and enter that number under the column headed "#C:" 

then go back and count the number of vowels in each word 

and enter that number under the column headed "#V." 
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111 STOP III Do not turn the page until you are told to 

do sol 

Recall instructions (groups A, B, C, D, E): 

Earlier you were shown a list of 10 words. Regard

less of what your previous instructions were, your task now 

will be as follows: On the next page you will see blank 

spaces numbered from one to ten. You are to recall from 

memory as many of the ten words on the original list as you 

can. Write the words down in the order that you remember 

them. If you do not remember the words, guess. You will 

be allowed 100 seconds to complete the list. Ill STOP 111 

Do not turn the page until you are told to do sol 

Recognition instructions (groups A1, B1, C', D1, E1): 

Earlier you were shown a list of 10 words. Regard-

less of what your previous instructions were, your task now 

will be as follows: On the next page you will see 40 words. 

Ten of these 40 words are the same ten words that were on 

the original list. You are to circle these ten words. If 

you do not remember the words, guess„ You will be allowed 

100 seconds to complete the task. Remember, be sure you 

circle exactly ten (but no more than ten) words. 

Ill STOP III Do not turn the page until you are told to 

do so I 



Instructions for vowel-cancelling task (all groups): 

On the next page you will see a long list of 

letters. Your task now will be to draw a vertical line 

through all of the vowels that you can in the allotted 

time. II! STOP III Do not turn the page until you are 

told to do sol 

Stimulus words (order 1): 

ORDEAL 

ECLIPSE 

TEMPEST 

HERMIT 

SHINGLE 

CRICKET 

VILLA 

METER 

INCENSE 

ACCLAIM 



Stimulus words (order 2): 

CRICKET 

VILLA 

METER 

INCENSE 

ACCLAIM 

ORDEAL 

ECLIPSE 

TEMPEST 

HERMIT 

SHINGLE 

Recognition matrix: 

BUGGY GRAMMAR QUOTA ECLIPSE PLAYWRIGHT 

RELIC INCENSE ' ESQUIRE POCKET HERMIT 

ATOM FATHOM KNUCKLE VILLA VISTA 

ORDEAL ROBBER DAIRY LEVER BOOKLET 

NECKLACE CANYON CRICKET IDOL TAVERN 

QUEBEC SHINGLE OBLONG SWEATER DEMON 

TEMPEST KEEPER NETWORK GRAVEL ACCLAIM 

FLANNEL MATRON METER HOBBY LILAC 



APPENDIX B 

ORAL INSTRUCTIONS 

"Good morning I The purpose of this study is to 

gather data for a project supported by the National Insti

tutes of Health in cooperation with The University of 

Arizona. The accurate collection of this data, if you wish 

to participate, will require your full cooperation. If you 

do not wish to participate, just sit quietly. You must 

have either a pencil or a pen. If you have neither, then 

raise your hand now and a proctor will give you one 

(pause . . .). If your pencil breaks or something else 

unusual happens, just sit quietly until everyone else has 

finished. It is important that you listen carefully to the 

instructions. We will now pass out the booklets. When you 

receive your booklet please leave it face up (pink side) on 

your lap board; do not open it or write on it until you are 

asked to do so (pause . . .). If there is anyone who does 

not have a booklet now, please raise your hand. 

O.K.; When you are told to begin, turn to the first 

page of the booklet and read the instructions. Do not go 

on until you are requested to do sol Ready (pause . . .), 

beginl (40 sees.). 
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STOP! Turn to the next page and begin I (100 

sees.). 

STOP I Turn to the next page and read the instruc

tions. (30 sees.). 

STOP! Turn to the next page containing letters of 

the alphabet and begini (120 sees.). 

STOP I Turn to the next page and read the instruc

tions! (50 sees.). 

STOP! Turn to the last page and begin! (100 

sees.). 

STOP! Close your booklet and pass it to your left. 

This completes the study. 

For your information, the specific purpose of this 

study was to gather norms from college students on short-

term memory for different kinds of materials. We will 

return later to tell you about our findings. Thank you 

for your cooperation." 
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